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Going Beyond a Pilgrimage:
The Feast Day of Saint George in Lod-Israel
Mustafa Diktaş
New Europe College, Bucharest / Romania
mushtik@hotmail.com

Religion and spirituality are common motivations for travel, with many major tourist destinations
having developed largely because of their connections to sacred people, places and events.
Pilgrimages are one of the most important forms domestic tourism in Israel and the Palestinian
Territories. On November 16 of every year, the church of St. George in Lod is filled with hundreds of
worshippers who arrive for the Feast of St. George / Khidr, the day commemorating the translation
of his relics to the church at the heart of Lod. Pilgrims travel from Nazareth and Bethlehem and
as far away as Jordan to receive the blessing of the saint, who is the patron saint of Palestine.
They light candles together in what is one of the last truly shared feasts between Muslims and
Christians in the region. This feast, itself multifaceted and expressing the pluralism within the
society, together with its readiness to develop inter~faith relations and embracing multiculturalism,
is a truly heterogeneous activity which can surely merit being called a ‘post-modern’ pilgrimage.
Driven by this circumstance, my main objective in this research is to present an in-depth analysis
of the current state of the Saint George cult in Lod and pilgrimage dedicated to his shrine. In this
paper, I will first give conceptual information about landscape of Lod in Israel and the sanctuary
of St George and then try to depict the general panorama of rituals and interreligious coexistence
(Christians, Muslims and lately secular Jewish tourists) in and around the shrine. Then I will sketch
out the main characteristics and the drastic change in the pilgrimage during the modern period, by,
taking into consideration the hagiography and the veneration of Saint George in Israel / Palestine,
migration, festivalization of the pilgrimage and tourism, which have essential roles in understanding
the feast day of Saint George.
Key Words: Saint George, Lod, pilgrimage, festival, Israel, Palestine
Cover Picture - Stilt Walkers in the Feast Day of Saint
George

Introduction

During salvage excavations in 1996 in the central Israeli
city of Lod, a fine Roman mosaic was discovered1. This
beautiful artwork (see Figure 1) which had lain under dust
and cement for centuries might be taken as a metaphor
for the city itself as it is today, a place of great historical
sites and culture hidden from view by poverty, neglect,
and crime. Today, Lod, with its Arab origins and recently
arrived immigrants of different origins has become one
of Israel’s most culturally diverse cities. Almost every
ethnic, confessional and socioeconomic group present in
the country can be found in there, enabling local activists
to dub Lod ‘A Mosaic of Cultures’2. In short, the mixed
Arab-Jewish city of Lod can be seen as a microcosm of
Israel - a place where the visitor can experience Israel’s
history, diversity, challenges, and opportunities. This
idea of cultural diversity has been taken up by Mosaic,
a multicultural centre formed by a group of progressive
1 https://mfa.gov.il/MFA/IsraelExperience/History/Pages/
Additional-1700-year-old-mosaic-discovered-in-Lod-29July-2018.aspx
2 https://www.facebook.com/pg/Lod-A-Mosaic-ofCultures-822236621224820/posts/

Photo by the author 16 November 2019
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Map 1: Location of Lod

Figure 1: Mosaic of Lod

Source : http://www.lodmosaic.org/home.html

individuals from different religions, cultures, and
backgrounds who believe that multiculturalism in the
mixed city of Lod is first of all a source of strength,
rather than conflict. However, contemporary Lod faces
the same set of problems as many other towns in Israel:
crime and corruption, socioeconomic struggle, rapid
population growth, gentrification, and identity conflict
(Martin, 2013).
Lod, formerly known as Lydda, has been continuously
inhabited for 8,000 years. It is an ‘ancient city that once
sat at the intersection of the Cairo-Damascus and JaffaJerusalem roads’. It was once a very important Roman
city and was also a populous Arab city, especially in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. After
Israel’s 1948 War of Independence, Lod’s predominantly
Arab population left in one of the largest and quickest
mass exoduses of that time (Schwatz, 1991).
Lod attracts few tourists, unlike the nearby major historic
cities of Jerusalem and Bethlehem, even though it is
located just twenty minutes outside Tel Aviv. Rather,
Lod is best known as being home to one of the main

points of entry to Israel, Ben Gurion Airport3. It is also
often referred to as ‘Murder City’ – a capital of the
local drug trade dominated by gangs and crippled by
poverty. At a more optimistic level, as one of Israel’s
last cities with mixed Arab and Jewish populations,
Lod is arguably one of the few remaining places in the
country that could provide a model for an effective ArabJewish shared society. It represents a microcosm of the
State as a whole, containing groups of all the country’s
diverse populations. And the two dominant groups, Arab
and Jewish, contain a multitude of religious and ethnic
sub-groups.
Samy Smooha of Haifa University (2010:15) defines
coexistence as
two communities in conflict agreeing on the
state’s borders and political system, having
loyalty to the state, regarding life together as
desirable, and maintaining voluntary relations
in addition to necessary contacts.
Although in common parlance the term designates
different social groups living in spatio-temporal proximity,
in social anthropology the term ‘coexistence’ is hardly
used outside the Israeli context. However, the term does
feature in local discourse. In a recent publication, we can
read that
Lod is a mixed city, seeking to serve as an
example of coexistence where Jews, Christians,
and Muslims live side-by-side forming an
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbBMvGUEBlY
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Hagiography and the Veneration of Saint
George Israel / Palestine

exceptional mosaic - a multifaceted society of
intercultural encounters. Lod, as a multicultural
city with a multifaceted society, an open and
pluralist city, is a symbol of coexistence based
on values of tolerance, understanding, and
mutual respect4.

Widely accepted traditions and hagiographies assert that
St. George was a true champion of the Christian faith. He
was probably born into a Greek Christian noble family
in Lod in the third century CE. His father, Gerontios,
was from Cappadocia and an officer in the Roman
army, while his mother, Polychronia, was from Lod.
With both parents being Christian, he was raised in the
Christian faith (Darch 2006). He joined the Roman army
in Nicomedia (present day Izmit in north-west Turkey)
during the Emperor Diocletian’s reign and became an
imperial guard (Walter 2003). In 302 CE, Diocletian
issued an edict that every Christian soldier should be
arrested and that all other soldiers should offer a sacrifice
to the Roman gods. George refused to conform to the
imperial edict and declared himself a Christian. Even
though the emperor attempted to convert George with
numerous offers, the future saint defended his beliefs
(Darch 2006).

Lod has a population of 81,000, of which 72.5% is
Jewish and 27.5% Arabs. The Arab community
includes both Christians and Muslims while the Jewish
communities are both religious and secular, Sephardi
and Ashkenazi, coming from a range of ethno-linguistic
backgrounds, including Ethiopian, Russian, Indian,
Georgian, Moroccan, and others. Almost half of Lod’s
Jews are immigrants from the former Soviet Union.
Muslim and Orthodox Christian Arabs, including
Bedouins, comprise more than a quarter of Lod’s
population. (Yacobi, 2013). 33% of the city’s population
are new immigrants: Most of them are from the former
Soviet Union (11,860), Ethiopia (11,860) as well as a
range of other countries (10,380).
While Lod has its troubles, it may also be seen as a
city which has the potential to become a symbol of
multiculturalism and coexistence, with a certain social
cohesion being constructed thanks to well-coordinated
efforts towards achieving mutually shared goals.

According to the hagiographic literature, George is said
to have been tortured in a number of gruesome ways.
He was forced to swallow poison, was crushed between
two spiked wheels and boiled in a cauldron of molten
lead. None of these tortures killed him and his wounds
were healed in the night by Christ himself. After various
appalling forms of torture to be found represented still
in popular imagery (see picture 2), including laceration
on a wheel of swords, George was decapitated before
the walls of Nicomedia on April 23rd, 303 CE. His pain
convinced Empress Alexandra and the pagan priest
Athanasius to become Christians, and they joined Saint
George in his martyrdom. Eventually, Saint George’s

To turn to the focus of the present article, the city is
the site of an annual shared pilgrimage to the tomb of
a saint of considerable importance in the Abrahamic
religious tradition, venerated at a large number of sites in
the eastern Mediterranean region: Saint George. On 16th
November each year, the saint’s feast day, a multifaceted
pilgrimage, brings together people from different
backgrounds and confessions. Based on fieldwork (onsite observation and interviews), undertaken mainly in
November 2019, this article will attempt to capture the
qualities of this pilgrimage. What sort of communitas – to
use Turner’s concept - can be observed? Before moving
to a descriptive analysis of the pilgrimage, I will provide
some background detail on this Saint George who has
such a deep connection with Lod.

Figure 2: The Tortures Endured by Saint George
Displayed in the Church of Saint George, Lod

4 https://blogs.timesofisrael.com/lod-shared-society-inisraels-murder-city/

Photo by Author
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body was returned to his home town Lod for burial and
Christians were soon coming there to honour him as a
martyr (Walter 2003).
The origins of the cult of St George (Qaddis Gewarigious
) seem to lie in the
or Mar Jirjis, in Arabic
Holy Land, and it is not surprising that narratives about
him are particularly well developed there and in the
surrounding areas. (Note that there are figures analogous
to Saint George in a number of other religions). Apart
from the church at Lod, physical evidence of the cult
can be found elsewhere, notably in the form of relics the blood of St George contained in a silver vial in the
chapel dedicated to him at the monastery of Mar Saba
for example. The chains of Saint George are used for
healing purposes at Mar Saba just as they are in Cairo.
The Byzantine monastery in Beit Jala is known to have
been dedicated to Saint George, although it is mainly
associated with St Nicholas now, and there is also a chapel
in Saint George’s honour, which is one of the oldest Arab
Orthodox churches in the Holy Land; local Palestinians
started using it sometime during the Ottoman era. In
addition, there is a very small church of Saint George
in the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem, maintained by the
Greek Patriarchate. The Orthodox Christian communities
in the villages and cities of Rameh, Ramla and Taybeh all
have Saint George as patron of their churches (Bowman,
2012).
Devotion to Saint George takes different forms among
Palestinians of various religious traditions. The saint is
particularly associated with healing as well as protection
against political upheaval. In terms of the latter role, the
Palestinian village of Al-Khader5 maintains two myths,
both claiming that he protected the village’s people from
very specific threats. In 1948, during the War of Israeli
Independence, St George appeared in the sky, saving
the settlement from the far worse fate which befell
the villages to the immediate west. During the Second
Intifada (2000), the sound of the saint’s horse could be
heard, galloping protectively around the village at night
during the curfew6 - an event about which I was informed
by the warden of the Church of Saint George at AlKhader in 2017.
Saint George vs Al Khadr
5 Al-Khader (Arabic:
) is a Palestinian town in the
Governorate of Bethlehem in the south-central part of
the West Bank. It is located 5 kilometres (3.1 mi) west of
Bethlehem
6 Personal interview on 1st July 2017
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Saint George and Khidr are seen counterparts, located
as they are in the Christian and Islamic traditions. Their
relation to each other has been studied quite frequently
by various academics and clerics since the beginning
of twentieth century, including Husluck (1929), Canaan
(1927) and Ocak (2012). Research into the connections
between these two holy figures and the ritual practices
around the shrines dedicated to the ‘two saints in one
body’ continue. Khidr, who drank of the Water of Life
and taught hidden knowledge to the prophet Moses
according to the hadith literature, and St George,
Christian martyr and dragon slayer, would seem to be
situated at opposite poles of a continuum. The ambiguity
of the relation between these two figures can be said to
continue to cause confusion in the hearts and minds of
both researchers and ordinary believers.
According to Tawfiq Canaan (1929), Palestinian
Christians, Muslims and Jews display similar attachments
to popular saints with some of them often sharing the
same saint and the same shrine, as in the cases of AlKhader, Saint George and Mar Elias, St. Elijah). They
are the focus of similar ritual practices, even when they
run counter to those of established religion, as can be
seen for example in the rain processions held during
periods of draught. In modern times, the promoters of
‘religious dialogue’ and ‘coexistence’ frequently refer to
the aspects shared by these two saints and embrace any
similarities as a being symbols of a common path. Others,
rather more cautious about such religious overlaps, reject
these commonalities. Generally speaking, however, in
the contemporary Middle Eastern context, few people
know much about these saints who were once considered
essentially the same figure whose memory was cultivated
under different names. Many people do not even have
the slightest idea of what they stand for, although in the
case of Israel / Palestine there are still people who make
the link between Al-Khidr and Saint George. Yet when
asked about Saint George and Al-Khidr, my informants
generally referred to religious texts (Koran, hadith and
hagiographies) and the official declarations of clerics
rather than to oral narratives. A Muslim woman whom
I interviewed in Jerusalem said to me that she should
really ask a sheikh to verify whether the connection
between these saints was a fact. Similarly, a Christian
woman advised me to ask a priest who ‘knows everything
better than ordinary people’. Despite such ambiguities,
it is possible to encounter some people who give more
importance to esoteric knowledge than to theological
positions. A Christian orthodox man whom I talked to in
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Figure 4: Olive Oil is Poured over the Low Relief Image
of the Saint on Top of the Sarcophagus

Figure 3: Chains of Saint George Held at Lod

Photo by Author

Lod stated that it was futile to search for ‘information’
regarding these two saintly figures through church or
mosque as it was all a matter of esoteric beliefs:
Saint George and Al-Khidr are the same, that’s
it [he remarked].

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

As mentioned previously, most Palestinians or Arab
Israelis know very little about Saint George or Al-Khadr
with some people totally unaware of their existence.
Despite this, the traditions related to the two figures are
very important in the faith and daily lives of others.

from harm, there are carvings of him placed above the
doors of many homes in Palestine. When sheep are
slaughtered behind Saint George’s church in Al-Khader
the blood is sometimes taken home and put upon the door
to protect the family (Diktaş, 2018).

Saint George is often thought of as being one of many
manifestations of Al-Khidr. He is a bringer of rain and
can make the land green and fertile – as the name,
derived from the root consonants denoting ‘green’ in
Arabic suggest. To ensure good harvests, farmers go to
Saint George’s Church in Al-Khader where they make
religious vows (promises), slaughter sheep and make
donations. Al-Khidr is still with us and can appear
anytime the warden of the shrine informed me. If, over
a short period, you keep meeting the same person at
different places you might say they are like Saint George
/ Al Khidr, i.e. ubiquitous. Young children are told that
thunder is Saint George / Al Khidr galloping across the
sky on his horse. He is said to be able to cure insanity.
There used to be a mental hospital next door to the
church in Al-Khader (Haddad, 1969). In addition, there
are chains in Saint George’s churches in both Lod (Figure
3) and Al-Khader in Bethlehem. Insane people used to be
left chained in the churches in the hope that they would
be cured. Some people wear these chains when they pray
in the churches. As Saint George can protect his devotees

In Christian culture, as in many other religions, saints or
saintly figures are invoked by the faithful, driven by the
belief that such figures are able to cure diseases. Saints
even ‘specialise’ in certain diseases, ailments or body
parts or even just earthly cares and problems. Others,
such as the Virgin Mary, have more general capabilities
and may be called upon for all sorts of ills according
to certain hagiographies. Saint George, essentially
associated with fertility, is also held to have the power to
cure sick children. Olive oil poured on his tomb and hence
imbued with a certain power is believed to assist barren
couples and ailing children (Figure 4). Testimonies of the
local people reveal that the shrine has always welcomed
those who are ‘trapped’ by problems of fertility or whose
children are in ill health (Diktaş, 2018).
According to the Palestinian Christians whom I
interviewed, Saint George is asked to assist with a wide
range of health problems in Palestine, including mental
illness (against which the chains of Saint George are
held to be particularly efficient). However, children with
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Figure 5: A child named George in clothes imagined to
be like those of the saint himself

Figure 6: Church of Saint George in Lod

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 8 December 2019

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

speaking difficulties may be cured by placing a key in
the child’s mouth, an act performed at the monastery in
Beit Jala, with both Muslims and Christians resorting
to the ritual. More general health problems are treated
by anointing the affected parts of the body, and then the
forehead and hands of the afflicted person, with the holy
oil of St George, using the sign of the cross as the oil is
applied.
Saint George provides a further form of assistance,
specifically to people who have fallen into wells or
into deep pits or from high buildings. Similar stories
are told in the Palestinian Muslim community too: AlKhidr appears in visions to injured people as they lie in
hospital beds and heals them. I find it striking that there is
a shared belief that Saint George / Al-Khidr appears in a
physical form. This is not a question of someone praying
to a saint and then rescuers or helpers turning up on his
behalf. Rather, the depth of people’s devotion is such that
they can call upon their saint and he will answer in a very
literal way.
Generally, Christian saints are honoured on specified
days of the church calendar. The history of saints’ days
is complex with numerous changes in these celebrations
occurring down the centuries. Originally, most feasts
honouring saints were local affairs; only a few extended
to the entire church. Feasts are generally held to celebrate
or commemorate the anniversary of an event, such as the
dedication of a church, the day of a saint’s death, or an

historical mystery of God. Some feasts days are fixed,
while others, such as the feasts of the Easter cycle, are
movable (Mills, 2008). Saint George’s feast day is usually
celebrated on 6th May rather than 23rd April in the Eastern
Orthodox Church, due to variations with the calendar
followed by Western traditions. Broadly speaking, in
the Eastern Orthodox traditions the April or May feast
of St George forms one of the most significant dates in
the annual religious calendar, and a number of the rituals
and practices associated with it are strongly linked with
the saint’s association with springtime and fertility. The
translation / transference or the relocation of the saint’s
relics (from Nicomedia to Lod) is usually celebrated
on 3rd of November. However, according to the Easter
orthodox calendar it is celebrated on 16th of November
which is deemed more significant than 6th of May as the
former date has a direct reference to Lod and the Holy
Land. It is also claimed that the November feast is kept
as a reflection of the fact that Easter can overshadow the
spring date.
The tomb of Saint George in Lod: history of the
building, ritual practices
The Church of Saint George in Lod is located in the
old section of what is now a sprawling modern city
(see picture 6). The church, along with the adjacent ElOmari mosque, are located near Khan Hilu, a ruined inn
dating back to the Ottoman period. The present building,
completed in 1893, comprises earlier elements from
a fortified church built in Crusader times on top of the
ruins of an earlier Byzantine church, to protect the road
from Jaffa to Jerusalem. Inside the church, steps on both
sides of the main hall lead down to the crypt where the
bones of St. George are buried. This crypt dates back to
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Core elements of ritual at the sanctuary are praying,
taking olive oil from the sarcophagi, touching and
kissing the holy relics and the chains / shackles (see
Figure 3) of Saint George. While such ritual acts might
be broadly framed as spiritual and curative, they merge
in more complex ways within their practice. In these
rituals there is a clear mix of the embodied, symbolic
and performative, wherein an object that will have been
in immediate contact with the body (such as a strip of
cloth from a petticoat) is dipped in the olive oil from the
sarcophagus and rubbed on the affected part of the body
to drive the illness away.

Figure 7: Relics (bones) of Saint George

Saint George of the Migrant Workers
Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 8 December 2019

the Byzantine period, with the subsequent Crusader and
Ottoman period churches being constructed on top of
it (Pringle, 2007). The top of the sarcophagus7 bears a
Greek inscription: Saint George the Carrier of the Pike.
The date on the front side is 1871, the year when the bones
were finally brought to this church to rest. However, the
bones of the Saint are in fact kept in the wooden chest
situated in front of the painting of Saint George in the
main church rather than in the crypt (see picture 7).
Established as a pilgrimage site centuries ago, the Church
of Saint George in Lod is still visited on a daily basis
by locals and tourist-pilgrims from different countries
alike, thereby maintaining a long-established tradition
of rituals. The pilgrimage is closely tied to the quest
for relief from a range of health-related complaints and
illnesses, ranging from miraculous cures to the relief of
certain symptoms and improvement in mental health. In
linking physical healing and mental health, the tomb of
Saint George emerges as a site of contact for the different
co-mingling streams, ensuring the health of mindbody-spirit. From my ethnographer’s perspective, I see
a series of small-scale assemblages shaped by a range
of material, symbolic and performative elements. The
shrine functions as a slow / small / semi-everyday space
of pilgrimage in contrast to the large-scale spaces of
major, established pilgrimages. However, it is clear that
today’s pilgrimages to Saint George, Lod, are different
from the pilgrimages of even the recent past. While
there are no major qualitative changes in the nature of
the pilgrimage itself, the festivities are now the object of
organized package tours.
7 A sarcophagus (plural: sarcophagi) is a box-like funeral
receptacle for a corpse, most commonly carved in stone, and
usually displayed above ground

Despite the restrictiveness of Israel’s stances on
immigration, there has long been non-Jewish labour
immigration to the point that this is now a phenomenon
institutionalised in the country’s labour market and
society. During the 1990s, Israel became a country which
attracted immigrants from virtually every corner of the
world. By 2007, the total number of migrants in the Israeli
labour market was estimated at 250,000; of these, 60 per
cent were working without permits, comprising 9 per
cent of the total labour force in Israel (Raijman, 2012).
Although migrant workers have become an integral part
of the Israeli economy, they are at the bottom of both
the labour market’s hierarchy and the social order. The
explicit position of the State of Israel is that the country
is not a land for any new residents apart from Jews who
wish to perform their Aliya, literally ‘ascent’ or move to
Israel. From the State’s point of view, foreign workers
are not migrants, but just workers. According to PIBA8,
different countries specialise in providing workforces
for specific areas, as follows: Thailand and Sri Lanka
send workers for agriculture whereas a broader range of
countries, including China, Moldova, Romania, Turkey,
Bulgaria and Georgia satisfy the needs of the construction
industry; while caregivers come from the Philippines,
Moldova, Nepal, India and Sri Lanka. As of December
2014, there were 91,000 foreigners in Israel who had
entered with a tourist visa and remained in the country
after it expired. The assumption is that they stayed in
Israel as irregular workers.
Christian Georgians and Christian Ethiopians (Figure
8), two major irregular worker communities in Israel,
both have special connections with Saint George and
8 PIBA (2015) Data Regarding Foreign Workers in Israel
Edition number 3/2015. Jerusalem: The Department of
Policy Planning in PIBA.
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Figure 8: Ethiopian Children at the Feast of Saint
George

Figure 9: Scouts

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

the church in Lod. Saint George is regarded with special
reverence by Georgians as he is believed to be the special
protector and patron of their homeland. Saint George
has always been especially honoured and respected as a
patron saint of Georgia and there are hundreds of churches
dedicated to him there. Georgian Orthodox Christians
celebrate Saint George’s Day, Giorgoba, (Georgian:
გიორგობა). Georgian Christian migrant workers who
live in Lod and areas around the city (Rishon Letziyon
and Tel Aviv) gather in the church of Saint George
almost every Saturday (Shabbat) as it is their weekly
leave day. They participate in the liturgy and sometimes
they do voluntary service for the church, cleaning it
and performing maintenance tasks. A large number of
Georgians attended the Feast Day of Saint George on 16th
November in 2019 (see Figure 10). The ambassador of
Georgia to Israel participated at the meeting of clergymen
directed by Theophilos III, the Orthodox Patriarch of
Jerusalem. Georgian women served traditional Georgian
patisseries (haçapuri) and cognac to the special guests of
the patriarch and Archimandrite Seraphim (Chedia) from
Svetitskhoveli Monastery of Georgia who took part in the
liturgy. A Georgian man in his forties, Iraklius, whom I
interviewed, remarked:
His name is George. We are Georgians. We
feel at home here. He is our patron saint. We
honour him and thanks to this special day, we

Figure 10: Georgians at the Feast Day of Saint George

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

as Georgian Christian community in Israel find
an opportunity to see our fellow nationals and
support each other.9
9 Interview on 16th November 2019 in Lod
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Figure 12: Saint George Slaying the Dragon - Icon in
Lod

Figure 11: Pilgrims Inside the Church

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

Occupying a place of choice in the Ethiopian iconography,
Saint George is highly venerated in Ethiopia, being
the patron saint of that country. He is represented in
manuscript illuminations, in church mural decorations
and in paintings on wood more frequently than any other
saint (Chojnaki, 1975). Ethiopians living in the cities
close to Lod often meet up with their fellow nationals in
the church to commemorate Saint George (Gıddis Girgis
in Amharic) on the 23rd of each month. In the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church, it is practice to dedicate a certain day
in a month to a particular saint. The 23rd day of each
month is dedicated to Saint George as he was martyred
on the April 23rd. Before entering the church, men and
women remove their shoes drape themselves in a natala,
a lose, thin, transparent white cloth that is symbolic of
the purity and cleanliness necessary to enter the house
of God. Women must wear long, modest clothing that
covers their shoulders (see Figure 8). Trousers and long
skirts must cover the legs to at least the ankle. After the
mass, the faithful go on picnics to meet their friends,
exchange the latest news of the Ethiopian domestic
workers’ community. This is a safe space for socialisation,
where gossip can be exchanged, mutual help and advice
be given, and emotional support provided in a generally
relaxed atmosphere.

Figure 13: A Muslin Girl Attends the Feast of Saint
George

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

Saint George is very important for us. He is
buried here. He always helps me when I feel
in trouble here. Because I am alone here. We
venerate him in Ethiopia too ... He saved us
from Italian occupation just as he rescued the
princess from the dragon. He gives me whatever
I wish. (Fasika, 35)10
10 Interview on the 16th November 2019 in Lod
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With WhatsApp, the Ethiopians organise themselves and
plan their visits to Lod. Visiting Saint George on a daily
basis or attending mass at Saint George’s Church are
obviously very important in terms of the wellbeing which
such participation produces among these workers who
now live so far from their homes. Small-scale pilgrimages
by Ethiopians to their patron saint’s tomb clearly provide
emotional and cognitive support in addition to being a
practice which builds community and group identity.

The Autumn Feast of Saint George
(November 16th)
As mentioned earlier, the transfer of Saint George’s relics
is celebrated on 16th November according to the calendar
of the Eastern Church. Attending the saint’s day for the
first time, I was struck by how much it was a feast of
memory, of holding onto traditions that have long died
out in much of the region. Mid-November also marks the
end of the olive harvest, and central to the feast day is
a ritual in which pilgrims descend to the tomb beneath
the church and pour olive oil onto the sarcophagus of St.
George, thereby giving thanks for a bountiful harvest.
They retrieve the olive oil in small containers and later
distribute it to those who need blessing. A Greek Orthodox
mass takes place in the centre of the church while at the
same time, the area around it is buzzing with activity:
pilgrims light candles, take photos and carry bottles of
olive oil down to the tomb to be blessed (see picture 11)
As the morning of 16th November goes on, the rails along
the staircase down to the tomb become increasingly
Figure 14: Muslim Women at the Feast of Saint George

slippery with olive oil while the crypt floor becomes so
coated with oil that cardboard needs to be placed on the
floor to prevent pilgrims from slipping. As pilgrims pour
oil over the tomb (see picture 4), others call out prayers
and the names of those who need to be healed. (The oil is
later collected). Upstairs, at a small desk, pilgrims write
down the names of those who need help on small pieces
of paper. Others put chains around their necks, recalling
Saint George’s time in captivity, a practice believed to
have healing powers. Parents place the chains of Saint
George on their child. One of the most surprising details
of the Feast of Saint George is the sight of parents arriving
with their small children dressed in bright, colourful
costumes considered to be like the clothes worn by Saint
George. They approach a priest in a corner of the church,
who will then bless the child with a cross.
In many cases, these children were born thanks to what
their parents believe was a miracle. A mother unable to
have a child may pray to Saint George for intercession,
promising that if a child is born she will bring him or
her to the tomb every year on the feast day, dressed in
the saint’s clothes (see Figure 5). Part of what makes
the feast of St. George in Lod so touching is that it still
carries the memory of such shared traditions which have
disappeared elsewhere in the region.
Despite changes in beliefs and daily life, the festival of
Saint George has survived, with Palestinians still traveling
from across the country to visit the tomb, from Jerusalem
and Nazareth and Qafr Kana. Moreover, increasingly, as
discussed earlier, Georgian and Ethiopian pilgrims also
come to the feast, for Saint George is deeply revered
in their countries as well. The presence of multiple
generations, from elderly people to infants and children
dressed as Saint George is a further marked characteristic
of the event.
The festivities conclude with a procession of scouts (plus
performers on stilts, see cover picture and Figure 9), both
Christian and Muslim, parading down the main street
of Lod to the sound of drums and pipes. Thus, the 16th
November feast day remains the city’s holiday more than
1500 years after devotion to the tomb began. Parades and
processions in public streets turn them into
a particular space, a landscape that could be
exploited effectively through the collective
performance of particular rituals to
communicate, legitimate, and politicize values’
(Goheen, 1993:128).

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019
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Not only do these events mark out space, such ‘civic
rituals’ also represent ‘time apart’, for they are ‘time
separated from the normal activities.’ These rituals also
stress shared values and reinforce group cohesion by
emphasising belonging.

Figure 15 Juice Seller in Traditional Ottoman Garb

Furthermore
parades and other forms of mass public ritual
characterized as demonstrations of community
power and solidarity and serve as complex
commentaries on the political economy or
urban-industrial social relations (Goheen,
1993:128).
The tomb church of Saint George is a pilgrimage shrine
with strong emphasis on religious devotions, but with
a number of characteristics to attract secular tourists. It
also functions as devotional centre and religious tourism
attraction because of various combinations of historical,
artistic, and scenic site characteristics, and it is a place
where religious festivities are the principal attraction.
On 16th November 2019, I felt I was observing an
ongoing transition from the traditional St George’s day
celebration to an event closer to a modern multifaceted
festival. The feast day becomes a lively carnival in public
space and saint’s day is ‘festivalized’ by a local civilreligious society associations through the melding of the
old customs of Lod into the forms of a modern festive
event (see Figure 15).
Reasons for attending the festival have a somewhat
ambiguous character, depending on the background of
the individuals. If one were to try to define the festival’s
limits, they would be blurry. Alongside the locals and
others who may have been attending for years, mainly as
part of their traditional religious practice, the festival also
attracts tourists with spiritual leanings along with others
interested in heritage. The motivations of these outsider
categories are mixed and can be said to include curiosity,
cultural interest as well as – for some - a quest for a new
meaning in life. ‘Traditional’ visitors, however, have a
belief in the power of the shrine. It should be stressed,
however, that this belief on the part of traditional visitors
is anchored not so much in religious faith as in personal
outlook. They have a tendency to make specific requests
of the saint rather than to engage in formal prayer in the
shrine. For the secular tourists, their trip is, in many ways,
comparable to a form of visual entertainment, not unlike
an outing to the cinema, theatre or even an amusement
park. Such visitors enjoy their trip because it may restore
physical and mental powers, providing a general sense

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

of well-being. It also provides them with an authentic
‘other’ experience distinct from their everyday life and
normal social reality. Indeed, the beauty of the shrine and
the sensory qualities of the festival make the experience
one that, for many visitors, goes well beyond their
everyday experience. Clearly, differing visitor motives
shape different attitudes and activities and the activityspace they create.
In recent years, it has been possible to see secular Jewish
tourists led by tour guides attending the feast day of Saint
George. Their main motivation is curiosity. The Israeli
tour-guide not only introduces tourists to those elements
of the shrine which they consider significant but also
constructs an interpretative framework for the group,
thereby enabling them to share in the guide’s sense of the
place’s significance. The guide provides travellers with
information explaining the significance of the features
pointed out. The information foregrounded by this sort
of guide, be it religious, political, historical, cultural or
ecological, varies according to the tour-group.
We are coming from Herzliya. It is Shabbat
today. Roads are not crowded. An ideal day to
travel in the country. We are a group of mountain
trekkers. But we are all interested in the cultural
diversity in Israel and we want to explore more
about how ‘others’ live and their customs and
traditions (Avi, a secular Jewish man)11
11 Interview conducted on 16th November 2019 in Lod
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The feast day of Saint George in Lod also has many of
the characteristics of an invented tradition grounded
in the revival of certain folkloric practices. These
new festivities (grotesque body performances, music)
celebrated around the Saint George’s Day have all the
basic characteristic of a carnival in Bakhtin’s sense of the
term. From a Bakhtinian perspective, carnival festivities
and the comic spectacles and ritual connected with them
had an important place in the life of medieval folk. Nearly
every Church feast had a comic folk aspect as well, which
was traditionally recognised and enjoyed. Such, for
instance, were the parish feasts, usually marked by fairs
and varied open-air amusements, with the participation
of giants, dwarfs, monsters and even tamed wild animals.
A carnival atmosphere reigned on days when mysteries
were produced (Bakhtin, 1984).
Politicisation
As an event in the public sphere, the feast day of Saint
George in Lod can also become an occasion and a
stage for political demonstrations. In November 2019,
dozens of Christian Arabs protested against the head
of the Greek Orthodox Church in the Holy Land, the
Patriarch Theophilus III, accusing him of selling Church
land to Israeli private-sector investors. Some fifty
demonstrators rallied outside the Church of St. George
in Lod, where Theophilus had arrived to participate
in the events of the Saint’s Day. Some waved banners
calling him ‘untrustworthy’ (Figure 16). The Greek
Orthodox Church is one of the largest owners of land and
property in the Holy Land. Clergy members from Greece
dominate the church while the flock is overwhelmingly
Palestinian. The protest was one of several held recently
in Israel and the West Bank calling for the removal of
the patriarch and the replacement of Greek clergymen
with Palestinians. Activists are furious over a list of
real estate sales conducted by the patriarchate with
private companies registered offshore. The names
of the investors are unknown. Demonstrator Neveen
Abu Rahmoun, a member of Al Hakikat (‘The Truth’)
political movement, accused12 the church of giving land
to ‘Jewish businessmen instead of investing it in the
well-being of the Christian community.’ Particularly
sensitive is a deal made under Theophilus’ since-deposed
predecessor to lease prominent properties in the Old City
part of East Jerusalem, which the Palestinians want to see
as the future capital of a Palestinian state. That deal has
been upheld by two Israeli courts and is currently being

Figure 16: A Demonstration against Theophilos
The slogan reads ‘The removal of the Patriarch (is) the
first demand’

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

challenged as fraudulent by the current patriarch in the
Supreme Court.
The feast day and pilgrimage of Saint George in Lod has
many faces. With its mediatization and emergence into the
public realm have come certain changes in practice and
related meanings. Comparing Saint George’s day before
and after the early 2010s, the most salient difference
would be between the intimacy of the earlier events and
the public character of the feast day today. The earlier
practice functioned as a resource strengthening family
ties through commitment to a tradition; it reproduced
cohesion and solidarity within the extended family and
reinforced interpersonal ties. ‘In the past mothers used to
come here, to the feast to find a match for their sons’ said
one of the female pilgrims whom I interviewed.
Communitas
During this collective feast day pilgrimage, different
groups (Muslims, as shown in Figures 13 & 14, along
with Christians, Secular Jews and those new participants,
Christian migrant workers) do not mix with eachother
and deliberately distance themselves from other groups.
Arguably this produces a certain factionalism though not
competition. For Turner, the ultimate goal of pilgrim is
the realization of communitas, namely the

12 Interview with Neveen Abou Raknoun 16th November in
Lod.
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This communitas may be taken as a strong and sudden
feeling of being a unique yet equal part of the human race,
the feeling that an individual and their fellow pilgrim
companions temporarily transcend the hierarchical social
roles that often serve to divide them in their everyday life.
Communitas is a feeling of unity and comradeship that
binds the group of initiates, irrespective of their previous
social status, political or economic power, or class
affiliation; recognition that despite social differences, all
are the same.
Nevertheless, I cannot say that I have found much to
support Turner’s theory in my experience of the Saint
George’s day pilgrimage in Lod. At this temporal
collective pilgrimage, one sees, on the contrary, the
reinforcement of social boundaries and distinctions
in many instances, rather than their attenuation or
dissolution. Jewish secular tourists do not blend into
the crowd of pilgrims, and Arab-Muslim women mostly
stand in the church or in the line together. However, I do
not suggest that the notion of communitas is not realised
at all. Maybe it can be seen in partial form. I noted a
confessionally mixed group of women (Arab-Muslim
and Christians) from the north of Israel who had come to
the feast together by minibus. They all entered the church
together. Christians crossed themselves upon entry while
Muslims silently recited certain of their prayers:
I directed my prayer to Allah. Not Al-Khidr. But
this is one of the houses of Allah
Rawan, a young woman in her 30s, told me.
To conclude, the concept of communitas is of little
value in explaining the essentially divisive quality of the
pilgrimage and I suggest that in such circumstances it is
better to consider ‘visiting community’, not communitas,
as the hallmark of pilgrimage. I certainly do not deny that
some people establish close communication with each
other, calling one another brother or sister. However, I
feel that these are minor, even exceptional, cases.
Votive Offerings
Votive offerings (ex-votos) are an essential part of the
pilgrimage on Saint George’s Day There are two main
types: (a) the votive offering consisting of actions or
material things that are vowed to divine forces or to Saint
George in recognition of his intercession with the Deity,
in return for a hoped-for miracle and (b) votive offered in
thanksgiving for prayers already answered.

Among Christians, gifts are often promised to the shrine
of the intercessor or are given (though not explicitly
promised) when a petitioner is fulfilling a promise to visit
the shrine. Such offerings are termed nidr, i.e. the promise
of charity on the realisation of a request. Money promised
by a nidr is commonly given to the church rather than a
charitable institution, and the Church, in turn, uses some
of that revenue to support its own charitable institutions
like orphanages, schools or hospitals. The gifts may be
monetary or material. The prevalence of giving material
objects among Christians may be partly attributed to the
extensive use of such objects in Christian ritual. Thus, a
Christian might promise a church bell, pew, icon, statue,
altar cloth, cross, candle stick, incense or oil (Khatar
1974).
I had terrible knee pains ... I rubbed my knees
with oil from the tomb… I started to feel better.
Gradually… I feel that I am getting better. In
return, as my nidr (vow) has been granted I
have brought ten litres of olive oil to the church
of Saint George today (Abla, a 72 year-old
Christian-Arab woman).
Alongside the traditional Orthodox votive offerings, a
juxtaposition of other symbolic objects is to be found.
Besides the material ex votos, other behavioural or
performative offerings can be observed, including
servicing the shrine as nidr and blood sacrifice - even
if this practice was formally abolished a couple of years
ago (see Figure 17), the municipality of Lod taking the
view that such a ban was good as part of good public
health management, avoided blood-letting in public and
represented a further bulwark against cruelty to animals.
Typically, Muslims promise to sacrifice an animal and
distribute the meat to an orphanage, give bread to the
poor, feed ten poor people, or even to fund the visit to a
shrine by a group of poor pilgrims. This form of giving
is already a part of Muslim tradition, embodied both in
the sacrifice of ‘id al-adha and consecrated in Quranic
passages encouraging charity. However Laird (2013)
in his discussion of the animal sacrifice at St George’s
church in the village of Al-Khader in Palestine, claims that
animal sacrifice is not bound solely to Muslim tradition.
Christians see it as a commemoration of Abraham’s nearsacrifice of his son. Moreover, Jesus considered himself a
sacrificial lamb. For my part, I would prefer to associate
the sacrifice of a lamb with the hagiographical legend of
St George according to which the inhabitants of Cyrene
were obliged to provide a lamb each day to satisfy a
greedy dragon’s hunger.
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to collect water. To do so, each day they had to
offer the dragon first a sheep, and if no sheep
can be found, then a maiden instead of the
sheep. The victim was chosen by drawing lots.
One day, this happened to be the princess. The
king begged for her life to be spared but with
no avail. She was sent to the dragon, but at that
moment, Saint George appeared on his travels.
George was upon his horse, and drew out his
sword and garnished him with the sign of the
cross, and rode hardily against the dragon which
came towards him, and smote him with his spear
and hurt him sore and threw him to the ground.
He faces the dragon, protects himself with the
sign of the cross, slays the dragon and rescues
the princess. In returning to their saviour, the
citizens abandoned their pagan religion and
converted to Christianity (de Voragine 1900)

Figure 17: Blood sacrifice in the courtyard of the
Church of Saint George in Lod prior to the abolition
of this practice

Abuna Khader Baramki, personal archive, early 2010s

The popular legend in which our saint was immortalised
was the tale of Saint George and the Dragon (Gibbs
1971). The earliest known depiction of Saint George and
the Dragon legend is in an eleventh century Georgian text
(Hackwood 2003). The iconographic style is that of the
Eastern Orthodox Church, representing Saint George as a
kind of medieval Knight on horseback, slaying a dragon.
Such imagery often includes a young maiden watching
the combat of knight and dragon at a distance (see picture
12). This dragon represents both Satan (Rev 12:9) and
the monster in the story, while the young maiden is the
Empress Alexandra. Thus, the image interpreted by
Byzantine iconography is not an image of the martyrdom
of the saint but that of a heroic saviour (Walter 2003).
Historians interested in the ‘real lives’ of individual
saints value the earliest texts above all others. For
assessing the later cult of saints in Western Europe, The
Golden Legend by Jacobus de Voragine, dating to 1260,
rose to a predominant place in western hagiographical
literature, as indicated by the large number of surviving
manuscripts – around 900 to be precise. From 1470 to
1530, The Golden Legend was also the most frequently
printed book in Europe. It recounts the struggle between
Saint George and the Dragon as follows:

Christian animal sacrifice, unbeknownst to many in
western Europe, has continued into the third millennium
CE. (For many Christians in the North Atlantic world, the
idea of animal sacrifice is unacceptable if not heretical).
This prohibition is generally traced back to a law passed
by Constantius II aimed at proscribing pagan sacrifices.
It is generally agreed, however, that this aim was not
accomplished during his reign. According to popular
opinion, in the places where Christian animal sacrifice
has been actively continued is as a result of some specific
pagan heritage or even on account of Muslim influences.
Yet, from late antiquity until today, Christians in diverse
locations ranging from Italy and Greece to Armenia and
Ethiopia have sacrificed animals in a variety of ways
(Weddle, 2017).

a dragon made its nest at the spring which
provided water for the city of ‘Silene’ in Libya.
And by this city was a stagne or a pond like a
sea, wherein was a dragon which envenomed
all the country. Consequently, the citizens had
to dislodge the dragon from its nest for a time,

Figure 18: The Church’s Souvenir Shop

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019
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Figure 19: Stalls around the Church During the Feast
of Saint George

Photo by Author, Taken in Lod, 16 November 2019

To turn to the question of wishes expressed through prayer
for intercession, those performed in the church can be
documented as they are written on slips of paper. Apart
from the ones accumulated in the ‘wish box’ many others
can be found scattered around the shrine. However, here I
will focus on the oral testimonies about these prayers that
I gathered during fieldwork. I would suggest that such
prayers are generally requests for the resolution of health
and infertility problems. The question of marriage and
finding a spouse is another frequent request made by the
female pilgrims.
I am 42 years old. I have not found my match
yet. I will light a candle ask for a miracle,
a Muslim woman told me, while another woman, a
Christian Arab from Nazareth accompanied by her
mother and parents, said:
I have a daughter, I want a son now but I cannot
conceive. We came from Nazareth especially
with the aim of begging God to give me a son. I
will name him Gewargius (George).
Supplicants pray not only for their own good but also for
the sake of others. Prayers consist both of petitionary and
intercessory motifs. Many examples of prayer are related
to health and quality of life, seeming like desperate cries
of help from believers who feel themselves ‘trapped’ by
insurmountable problems of sickness and the hardships
of being uprooted, amongst others. Said a Christian
woman in her forties:
My sister’s son, my nephew is in jail in Haifa.
He has always been a troublesome boy. Drugs
etc. I ask Saint George to rescue him from the
prison. My sister from Haifa wanted to come to
Lod but she could not. I do it on behalf of her.

At another level, the Church of Saint George and its
surroundings provide numerous opportunities for
commercial activity at pilgrimage time, with economic
benefits accruing to quite a few people. Apart from the
church itself which benefits from donations and sales
at the souvenir shop, a whole range of other people and
businesses benefit, including local residents, shops,
coffee houses, restaurants and transport companies. Saint
George’s Pilgrimage Day represents a unique, annual
occasion for locals to make some much-needed cash.
Ubiquitous souvenir sellers operate at various levels of
legality and interact with pilgrims and other visitors in
different ways. The most obvious souvenir vendors are
the ‘frontline’ merchants, mostly Muslims. The majority
of such souvenirs are profane objects that have no direct
bond with the essence of the pilgrimage. The Church
itself, however, has a souvenir shop in which blessed
objects (see Figures 18 and 19) are on sale.

Conclusion
My ethnographic work in Lod shows how one of the
few confessionally and ethnically mixed towns in Israel
remains home to an important shared sacred space and
pilgrimage-festival, one which is almost unique to the
region. The tomb-shrine and the feast of Saint George
would appear to be a ‘special’ example of coexistence
in Israel. Though sacred rituals lie at the heart of the
pilgrimage, the surrounding festivalization on the saint’s
holiday offers a wealth of entertainment which has
great appeal to secular tourists. People travel across to
country to participate. The feast seems to have two main
functions: to reaffirm local culture and tradition while
offering the community a chance to celebrate its cultural
identity and share it with others. Although we cannot
easily speak of communitas in the Turnerian sense,
here the pilgrimage experience creates opportunities for
participants to build relationships outside their habitual
frames. Moreover, a slight sharing of authority can be
observed, of non-Christian powers (the municipality),
with the mainly Muslim merchants. The sanctuary of
Saint George also serves migrants on their transnational
routes and in their new homes, offering them a setting
for a manifestation of their religion, a significant space
to live their spirituality, gather via their networks and
socialize in the host country which is so far from their
homelands. These migrants, mostly Orthodox Christians,
often have certain expectations of Saint George, a heroic
saviour who is also the patron saint of their countries.
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